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Abstract: Pulse excitation or vibration stimulation was imposed on the low permeable 
formation with cracks to enhance the production or injection capacity. During that 
process, a coupling of wave-induced flow and initial flow in dual-porous media was 
involved. Researchers had done much work on the rule of wave propagation in fractured 
porous media, whereas attentions on the variation law of flow in developing low 
permeable formation with cracks under vibration stimulation were not paid. In this study, 
the effect of low-frequency vibration on the seepage in dual-porous media was examined 
for the application of wave stimulation technology in developing reservoirs with natural 
cracks. A model for seepage of single-phase liquid in porous media with cracks under 
low-frequency vibration excitation was built by combining wave propagating theory for 
porous media with cracks and dual-porous media seepage mechanics. A governing 
equation group for the model, which was expressed by dimensionless fluid and solid 
displacements, was derived and solved with a numerical method. Variable physical 
properties were simulated to check the applicability of external low-frequency vibration 
load on dual-porous media and a parametric study for various vibration parameters. 
Stimulation of low-frequency vibration affected flow velocities of crack and rock matrix 
fluids. Compared with that in single-porous media, the stimulation effect on the fluid 
inner matrix of dual-porous media was relatively weakened. Different optimal vibration 
parameters were needed to increase the channeling flow between the crack and rock 
matrix or to only promote the flow velocity in the rock matrix. The theoretical study 
examines wave-coupled seepage field in fractured porous media with results that are 
applicable for low-frequency stimulation technology. 
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1 Introduction 
Pulse excitation or vibration stimulation was an important method to promote fluid flow 
in porous media in rock mechanics or energy development field [Saiood, Duthie, Shaheen 
et al. (2018); Zheng and Li (2018)]. Wave-induced flow like Biot flow or squirt flow 
occurs in micro-pores [Biot (1956); Dvorkin, Mavko and Nur (1995)]. Because of the 
heterogeneity and micro-damage of natural rock, the wave-induced flow would be 
influenced by the existence of micro-cracks. Wave propagation theory in fractured porous 
media was investigated in petrophysics. Several theories including the Hudson, Thomsen, 
and Chapman models described the constitutive relation or the modulus in fractured 
porous media under vibration [Hudson, Pointer and Liu (2001); Berryman (2007); 
Chapman (2009)]. The theories had mainly focused on the wave propagation rule. The 
crack was interconnected or isolated, and the fluid was assumed static at the initial time. 
For the cases with vibration stimulation in developing reservoirs with cracks [Tian, 
Huang, Li et al. (2018)], fluid flow can be divided into two parts, one caused by 
injection-production pressure difference at the initial time, and the other one being 
wave-induced flow. The coupling of two kinds of fluid flow should be considered, and 
the coupled flow was named wave-coupled seepage [Pu, Zheng and Liu (2017)]. 
Low-frequency vibration oil production technology, which was also called the artificial 
seismic technology, had been applied in reservoirs with cracks and was connected with 
the wave-coupled seepage. Other cases could be found in pulse fracturing technology and 
electrical impulse stimulation technology [Zhang, Huang, Li et al. (2018); Ma (2019)]. It 
was helpful to study the variation of seepage in reservoirs with cracks under vibration 
stimulation conditions so as to investigate the action mechanism of above technologies. It 
could also present that whether it was effective and what vibration parameters should be 
chosen, when these technologies were applied in dual-porous media. 
Theoretical research on wave fields in porous media with cracks was mostly related to 
elastic wave propagation in fractured porous media. The rule of fracture extension under 
pulsating excitation was also studied through experiments and numerical analysis. 
Several studies examined the variation of wave propagation rule or fracture extension 
[Ning, Ning, Shi et al. (2014); Alexandre, Philip, Ben et al. (2006); Mosaheb, Zeidouni 
and Shakiba (2018); He, Xiong, Lu et al. (2018)], while the variation of the flow field in 
the whole dual-porous media was not often studied. So, the variation of seepage was most 
commonly studied. There have been a limited number of studies on the influence of 
low-frequency wave vibration on the seepage field of fractured porous media. A few field 
trials or experiments on using the artificial seismic technology in fractured reservoirs 
were published [Zhang (2011); Wang, Xie, Gao et al. (2016)]. Theoretical research with 
mathematical model building and numerical analysis is needed to improve understanding 
of these topics. 
Wave propagation theory for fractured porous media must be combined with the theory of 
seepage mechanics of dual-porous media to effectively simulate variation of seepage in 
porous media with cracks stimulated by low-frequency vibration. The former theory took 
into account the effect of wave-induced flow and the variation of effective stiffness under 
matrix pulsating excitation, but merely considered the initial flow in the pores. The latter 
theory showed enhanced flow under vibration or pulsation, but wave-induced flow was 
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not introduced [Warrant and Root (1963); Fang and Jin (2007); Wu, Zhang, Cao et al. 
(2016)]. Initial fluid flow and wave-induced flow in single-porous media were coupled 
[Zheng, Liu, Pu et al. (2016); Zheng, Pu and Liu (2018)], but in this study, initial fluid 
flow and wave-induced flow are combined in a dual porous media. This approach 
connects petrophysics and seepage mechanics despite their differences regarding 
assumption on the shape of crack, whether physical properties change with time and 
position, or the definite conditions. 
Firstly, the parameters describing crack properties (simplified into crack parameters 
below) in two theories were characterized, and an equivalent relationship was established. 
Then, a mathematic model was given to describe the seepage in porous media with cracks 
under low-frequency vibration excitation. A governing equation group of the 
mathematical model was derived and expressed by dimensionless fluid and solid 
displacements. Finally, the variation of physical properties in wave-coupled seepage field 
was numerically simulated. The influence of vibration parameters and heterogeneity on 
physical properties of dual-porous media was made through sensitivity analysis. 

2 Mathematic model 
2.1 Model assumptions 
The difference between hypotheses should be made clear before establishing the 
mathematical model. The seepage model of dual-porous media usually assumes a high 
crack or fracture density. For the Warren-Root model, one of the most classical seepage 
models of dual-porous media, the crack density was high enough and the pressure in a 
matrix cell was about the same [Warrant and Root (1963)]. Channeling of flow between 
the crack and matrix pore was only related to the difference of their pressures. Wave 
propagation theory in fractured porous media was usually assumed to have a low crack or 
fracture density [Vladimir (2014)]. It was essential to choose a wave propagation model 
with proper crack density so as to assume that it is adaptable to a seepage model of 
dual-porous media. Compared with the Hudson model, the Chapman model accounted 
for the existence of fractures and cracks. Interconnection between the isolated fractures 
can be achieved through the cracks [Chapman (2003, 2009)]. The Chapman model 
described the mesoscale fluid flow between fractures and cracks or spherical pores. It 
also described the particle-scale fluid flow between micro-cracks and spherical pores or 
the particle-scale fluid flow between different spherical pores. When the densities of 
fractures and cracks in the Chapman model was relatively high, a physical network was 
approximated as a porous media with interconnected fractures, just as that of the 
Warren-Root model, which was not evenly distributed. 
To some extent, a connection between two theories was made, thereby, on the premise of 
additional assumptions. (1) densities of fractures and cracks in wave propagation theory 
were set to the upper limit, and (2) the shapes of fracture and crack were same, so they 
could be classified into one kind of pore structure. A coupling of Chapman model and 
Warren-Root model were made to simplify the theoretical analysis. The assumption was 
suitable for the area nearby the injection well in low permeable reservoirs with evenly 
distributed cracks, and the reservoirs were not large scale hydraulic fractured (for 
example the shallow low permeable oil field in Ordos basin). It was also suitable for deep 
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area in the fractured formation, where wave stimulation was still effective. 
Except for above assumptions, other traditional conditions were also introduced, on the 
basis of the background of wave stimulation technology and wave propagation theory in 
fractured porous media [Dusseault, Davidson and Spanos (2000); Karve, Kallivokas and 
Manuel (2017)]. (1) The rock was homogeneous, elastic, and isotropic sandstone, cracks 
were evenly distributed in the rock, and the matrix pores and cracks were saturated with a 
single-phase compressible liquid. (2) The constitutive relationship of rock influenced by 
low-frequency vibration oil production technology conformed to that of wave 
propagation theory of fractured porous media. (3) The strain of porous media only 
considered that of skeleton, ignoring the strain of solid particles and the damage of crack 
by wave-induced flow. (4) Biot flow and squirt flow occurred in the matrix pore under 
vibration, whereas a slight Biot flow was caused in the crack that had high conductivity. 
(5) At the initial time, the flowing liquid in the rock was influenced by 
injection-production pressure difference and pseudo-threshold pressure gradient, instead 
of vibration. (6) A low-frequency source wave was excited, its wavelength was much 
longer than the average pore-throat length, and no thermal effect was caused by the 
low-frequency vibration. 

2.2 Equivalent relationship for crack parameters 
At present, the seepage mechanics of dual-porous media and the elastic wave propagation 
theory of fractured porous media are studied independently in the oil-gas development 
engineering field. The crack parameters used by the two theories were different (Fig. 1). 
The former usually included aperture, density length, permeability, and porosity of the 
crack. In the theoretical model the shape of the crack was assumed to be a line, rectangle, 
wedge, or cuboid. The later was usually described with aspect ratio (ratio of crack 
aperture to the diameter of a coin-shaped crack), density, and average radius. The shape 
of the crack was assumed to be a line, coin shape, circular, ellipse, or sphere. Thereby, a 
connection had to be made between these crack parameters to build a wave-coupled 
seepage model for porous media with cracks. 

 

Figure 1: Crack parameters mainly used in the two basic models 

The crack in petrophysics was represented using a classic coin-shape with a radius a , 
while the interconnected or isolated crack in seepage mechanics was with cuboid-shape, 
an aperture fh , and characteristic length 1 2L L× . Referring to the definition of flow 
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radius in fluid mechanics, the relationship between characteristic length and average 
radius was given in Eq. (1). 

1 2

1 1 12
a L L

 
= + 

 
,
                                                  

    (1) 

wherein a  was the average radius of coin-shape crack; fh  was the crack aperture; 1L  

and 2L  were the characteristic lengths of crack in seepage mechanics, 1 2L L≥ fh>> . 

When the crack was assumed two-dimensional, the characteristic length of crack equaled 
to the length of matrix cell, then Eq. (1) is simplified as 1 / 2a L= . 

The relationship between fracture density and fracture porosity was shown in Eq. (2). 
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wherein a  was the radius of spherical crack; fφ was the crack porosity; γ  was the 

aspect ratio of fracture and less than 0.3, ( )/ 2fh aγ = ; V  was the rock volume; N
was the number of crack in volume V ; 3f  was the crack density in unit volume.  

The crack permeability could be described by the crack porosity and crack aperture as Eq. 
(3). 

2

12
f f

f

h
k

φ
= , 

                                                      
   (3) 

wherein fk  was the crack permeability. 

2.3 Seepage model in porous media with cracks under low-frequency vibration 
The stiffness tensor in the constitutive relationship of the Chapman model was introduced 
into the Warrenroot model, and the crack paramaters were expressed by Eqs. (1)-(3). 
Then, the model of seepage in porous media with cracks under low-frequency vibration 
was obtained by combing the constitutive relationship, motion equation, continuity 
equation, state equation, auxiliary equation, and definite equation. 
(1) Stiffness tensor in constitutive relationship of Chapman model 
The expression of the effective stiffness tensor of the Chapman model is shown in Eq. (4). 
Because the Chapman model was suitable for a low porosity condition, a high error might 
be caused in a case of high porosity when calculating the stiffness tensor with the 
Lamécoefficients of particles (λ and µ ). Thereby, new Lamé constants (ϒ  and ∧ ) 
was introduced in and the effective stiffness tensor of Chapman model was shown in Eq. 
(5) [Chapman (2003, 2009)]. 

0 1 2 3
m c fC C C C Cφ ε ε= − − − ,                                           (4) 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0, , , , , , ,m c fC f C C f C f fφ λ µ ε λ µ ε λ µ= ∧ ϒ − − − ,       (5) 

wherein, C was the modulus matrix of porous media with cracks under vibration; 0C  
was the elastic modulus matrix of rock skeleton (or rock matrix), which could be 
expressed by Lamé coefficients; mφ  was the porosity of rock matrix; 1C , 2C , and 

3C was the additional contribution to modulus matrix from pore, micro crack and 
fracture, respectively, and they were related with Lamé coefficients, fluid properties, 
fracture properties, vibration frequency as well as relaxation time related to squirt flow; 

cε  was the density of micro crack; fε  was the density of fracture; ϒ  and ∧  were 

the newly introduced Lamé constants; f  was the vibraton frequency; 0λ  and 0µ  was 
Lamé coefficients of particles. 
(2) Momentum equation considering wave-induced inertia effect 
The momentum equation for wave propagation theory was expressed by continuum 
theory. Under the influence of low-frequency fluctuation, Biot flow, and squirt flow could 
be generated in the finite pore space of the rock matrix. The inertia and viscous effects on 
the fluid both affected the seepage in the rock matrix [Ekanem, Li, Chapman et al. 
(2014)]. When the wave-induced flow transferred effectively along the direction of 
fracture extension in the case of high porosity rock, the fluid diffusion length was longer 
than the characteristic size of the fracture, there was enough time to achieve a balance 
between the crack pressure and the pore pressure. Only a slight Biot flow occurred in the 
crack under low-frequency vibration. Squirt flow was ignored because of the large crack 
permeability. The momentum equation of solid phase, fluid in rock matrix, and fluid in 
crack were shown as Eq. (6) to Eq. (8): 

( )
222
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,                            (8) 
wherein σ ∗  was the effective stress on the rock; e  was the strain; u  was the solid 
displacement; mα  and fα  was Biot coefficients of rock matrix and crack, 

1 bm
m

s

K
K

α = − , 1 bf
f

s

K
K

α = − ; sK  and biK  (i=m, f) were the volume modulus of 

saturated rock and the volume modulus of rock, it was assumed bm bfK K=  in the 

study; mP  and fP  was the fluid pressure in rock matrix and fracture, respectively; sρ  
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was the density of rock matrix; Sb  was the body force term acting on the matrix; ρ  

was the density of porous media, ( )1m m f f m f sρ φ ρ φ ρ φ φ ρ= + + − − ; mρ  and fρ  

was the density of fluid in rock matrix and crack, respectively; mw  and fw  was the 

relative displacement of fluid in rock matrix and crack, respectively; F
ib (i=m, f) was the 

body force term acting on the fluid; 1J  and 0J  were the first and zero order Bessel 
functions; mR  was the length of squirt flow in rock matrix;

2
2 12

1

m m m cm
m m m

m

R R
F

ρ ω φ ρ ρ ωλ
φ ω

 −
= + 

 
; ω  was the angular frequency, 2 fω π= ;

cmω  was the characteristic angular frequency in Biot theory , m
cm

m mk
ηφω
ρ

= ; 

1 1

1 1 1

f mF K Qφ
= + , ( )

1

1 1
m m

sQ K
α φ= − ; fK  was the volume modulus of fluid; 1Q  

was a coefficient in Biot poroelastic theory; 12ρ was the coupled density, referring to the 

supplementary equation by Berryman [Berryman (1979)], ( )12 1 cou m mρ α φ ρ= − ; couα  

was the tortuosity coefficient, for a case of sphere matrix particle, ( )0.5 1/ 1cou mα φ= + ; 

mk  and fk  was the permeability of rock matrix and crack;η  was the fluid viscosity. 

For a low permeability reservoir, the pseudo-threshold pressure gradient should be 
considered during the reservoir development process [Wang, Rutqvist, Görke et al. 
(2011)]. Eq. (7) was rewritten as Eq. (9): 

0 0
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，

，
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(9)

 

wherein 0λ  was the pseudo-threshold pressure gradient. 

(3) Continuity equations of liquid phase and solid phase 
The continuity equation of solid phase was represented using Eq. (10), 

( ) ( )1 1 0m f s m f s
u
t t

φ φ ρ φ φ ρ∂ ∂   ∇ ⋅ − − + − − =   ∂ ∂ 
.                         (10) 

and the continuity equation of fluid in rock matrix and crack was represented using Eqs. 
(11) and (12), 

( ) ( ) 0m m m m
m

w u
q

t t
φ ρ φ

ρ ∗∂ + ∂ 
∇ ⋅ + + = ∂ ∂ 

,                                (11) 
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( ) ( )
0 0f f

f f fw u q q
t t

ρ φ
ρ φ ∗

∂∂ ∇ ⋅ + + − + = ∂ ∂ 
,                            (12) 

wherein 0q  was the source or sink term, representing the injection or production rate per 

unit volume of underground rock; q∗  was the channeling flow rate between the crack 
and rock matrix. 
Referring to the seepage mechanics of dual-porous media, the channeling flow rate was 
given as Eq. (13), 

( )shape m m
m f

k
q P P

α ρ
η

∗ = − ,                                              (13) 

wherein shapeα was the shape factor, and Lei [Lei (2014)] found that Costs model 

approached the experimental result, 
2

16=shape L
α  in two dimensional situation and 

2

24=shape L
α  in three-dimensional situation; L was the average characteristic length of the 

matrix cell as in Eq. (1). 
(4) State equation 
The variation of liquid density was expressed as Eq. (14). The change of solid density 
was caused by strain and variation of fluid pressure as Eq. (15). 

1m
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m f
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= , 
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f
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= ,                                        (14) 

( ) ( ) 11 = 1m f s s
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− − − + 
 

.                                 (15) 

wherein, ( )1 deα −  represented the density change term caused by matrix deformation; 

1

c

dP
Q

 represented the volume change term caused by fluid compression; α was 

assumed the sum of mα  and fα ; similar to the equivalent fluids used by others 
[Corapcioglu (1973); Mavko, Mukerji and Dvorkin (1998)], it was assumed that 
1

c

dP
Q

=
1 1

m f
cm cf

dP dP
Q Q

+ . 

Referring to the Biot theory, the variation of porosity was represented using Eqs. (16) and 
(17). When the vibration stimulation would affect the aperture or extension of fracture, 
Eq. (17) was rewritten. 

m
m m

cm

dPd de
Q

φ α= + ,                                                   (16) 
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f
f f

cf

dP
d de

Q
φ α= + ,                                                   (17) 

wherein ideα  was the porosity variation related to rock strain; m

cm

dP
Q

 and f

cf

dP
Q

was the 

porosity variation related to the compressibility of fluid in rock matrix and crack, 
respectively. 
The fluid viscosity was also influenced by low-frequency vibration parameters. The 
permeability and pseudo-threshold pressure gradient changed with the reservoir 
development. The related functions were referred to Zheng et al. [Zheng, Liu, Pu et al. 
(2016)]. 
(6) Definite conditions 
When the low-frequency wave was excited at the injection end and expressed as a 
harmonic function, it was written as Eq. (18) 

( ) ( ) ( )0 00 , expu t u x t u i tω= =， ,                                        (18) 

wherein 0u  was the vibration amplitude; t  was the vibration time; x  was the distance 
from the vibration source. 
A simulation was conducted in a two-dimensional physical model under constant 
pressure conditions as Eq. (19). The vertical seepage and its influence on wave 
propagation were neglected. 

( ) ( )0 0m f inP t P t P= =， ， , ( ) ( )m rock f rock outP L t P L t P= =， ， ,               (19) 

wherein inP  was the injection pressure; 
rockL  was the length of physical model; and 

outP  was the production pressure. 

2.4 Governing equation group of the mathematical model 
Substituting Eqs. (9), (13) to (17) into the expanded form of the continuity equations, a 
governing equation group of the seepage model of porous media with cracks under low 
frequency vibration was obtained. Defining a set of dimensionless parameters, as 
dimensionless displacements /Du u L= , /mD mw w L= , /fD fw w L= ; /Dx x L= ; 

dimensionless time 
( )

2
mf m f f

D
fmk t

t
M

L
Mα φ α φ

η

−
= ; dimensionless channeling flow 

rate 2m
mf shape

f

k L
k

λ α= ; elastic storativity ratio, f f f
mf

m m m f f f

M
M M
α φ

ω
α φ α φ

=
−

, 

mmf fm m f fMM Mα φ α φ−= . Then, the dimensionless matrix was derived as Eq. (20), 
which solved the model and was expressed by dimensionless displacements. 
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2

2t t
∂ ∂

+ + = ∇∇⋅ +
∂ ∂


D DK E FD M D Q

.                                   (20) 

wherein ( )TD mD fDu w w=   D ; the coefficient matrix was present in the appendix. 

In this study, the weak form of the governing equation group Eq. (20) was first given by 
Eq. (21), 

2

2 d d d d
t tΩ Ω Ω Ω

 ∂ ∂
+ ⋅δ Ω− ∇∇⋅ ⋅δ Ω+ ⋅δ Ω− ⋅δ Ω ∂ ∂ 

∫ ∫ ∫ ∫


D DK E D M D D FD D Q D

0=                                                                  (21) 
The standard vector-matrix notation was used and the dimensionless displacement were 
discretized as Eq. (22), 

1

un
u

Di k ki
k

u N u
=

= ∑  , 
1

wn
w

mDi k ki
k

w N w
=

= ∑  , 
1

vn
v

fDi k ki
k

w N v
=

= ∑  ,                            (22) 

wherein Nk
i is the shape function at node k; kiu , kiw  and kiv  were the constructed 

vectors comprising the node values Diu , mDiw  and fDiw ; un , wn  and vn  were the 
node numbers. 
The equation of weak form Eq. (22) was subsequently written as Eq. (23), 

+ + = MU CU KU F .                                                (23) 

Wherein, ( )Tu w v=   U , dT
Ω= Ω∫M B KB U , ( )Tu w v

k k kN N N=B ,

dT
Ω= Ω∫C B EB U dT

Ω= Ω∫K B FB U , 

( ) d dT T T
Ω Ω= − ∇ Ω − Ω∫ ∫eF U B D B U B QB U ; eD  was a degraded matrix of M . 

Consider any time-dependent function to vary linearly in time between t  and t t+ ∆ , a 
linear algebraic system as Eq. (24) could be computed after conducting the discrete 
solution scheme. 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 1t t t t t t tt t t tθ θ θ+∆ +∆ −∆ + ∆ + ∆ = ∆ + + ∆ − + − ⋅ M C K U F M C U MU

( ) ( )2 t tt∆ −F KU ,                                                     (24) 

wherein t∆ was the time step; θ  was a scalar value comprised between 0 and 1. 
In this study, the variation of dimensionless parameters was solved with numerical 
method. Because the classic seepage model of dual porous media was solved with 
dimensionless form, it was essential to obtain dimensionless results in the study to make 
a comparison. Secondly, the channeling flow was related with the properties of matrix 
and crack. The average characteristic length of the matrix cell was hard to give a concrete 
value in the ideal physical model, because it was involved with crack density and crack 
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shape and it was usually randomly distributed in a natural formation. Then the 
dimensionless fluid velocity could be used to describe the average flow in a matrix cell 
and the values of fluid velocities could vary in a large numerical interval. Thirdly, the 
dimensionless solid displacement for poroelastic theory was often solved in a periodic 
porous medium (a minor dimensionless space, equaling the ratio of per pore length and 
wave length) [Yan (1999)]. Similarly, the solid displacement in this study was also solved 
in a minor periodic space and it was easy to reflect the wave attenuation in a matrix cell. 
The matrix was solved based on the standard finite element discretization in space 
domain and finite difference discretization in time domain. Here the governing equation 
group was solved with finite element method with COMSOL Multiphysics software. 
Because of the complexity during the solvement of wave poroelastic problem, 
non-convergence and low robustness of results was often found. Researchers had made 
works to improve the accuracy [Ferronato, Castelletto and Gambolati (2010); Gessner 
(2009); Maghoul, Gatmiri and Duhamel (2011)]. Additionally, when the cracks existed in 
the porous media, the numerical results of fluid flow would be influenced by the crack 
nodes along the complicated crack paths. A great number of numerical methods had also 
been proposed to deal with crack problems. For example, Rabczuk et al. [Rabczuk, Zi, 
Bordas et al. (2010)] described a new robust and efficient approach for modeling discrete 
cracks in meshfree method, which was motivated by the cracking-particle method, and 
the crack was modeled by a set of cracked segments. A method based on local maximum 
entropy shape functions together with enrichment functions used in partition of unity 
methods was developed by Amiri et al. [Amiri, Anitescu, Arroyo et al. (2014)] to 
discretize problems in linear elastic fracture mechanics. Zhou et al. [Zhou, Rabczuk and 
Zhuang (2018)] presented the numerical implementation of the phase-field model in 
COMSOL, which could be essentially treated a multifield problem. Even if the crack was 
assumed not to propagate, but the permeability of crack would be influenced by 
compressibility and the simulation was involved in the coupling of multiple fields. 
Strategies as addition of PMLs, model size optimization, approximation order adjustment 
of shape functions, and proper mesh generation were introduced [Zheng and Li (2018)]. 

3 Numerical simulation on the wave-coupled seepage 
During the process for two-dimensional simulation (Fig. 2), the direction of elastic wave 
propagation was set consistent with those of reservoir distribution and liquid flow at the 
initial time. The density, aperture, and length of micro cracks were the same as those of 
fractures in Chapman model so as to form uniform distributed and interconnected crack 
systems. Because of the assumption of high crack density and porosity, the physical 
properties of crack and matrix were put in a grid unit. The dimensionless fluid 
displacements in a crack and matrix as well as the matrix deformation were solved. 
Referring to the crack characteristics of X71 block in an eastern oilfield, the basic 
parameters of rock matrix, crack and fluid were set in Tab. 1 [Ma, Zhou and Zhao (2011)].  
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Table 1: Basic parameters for porous media with cracks 

Basic parameters Values Basic parameters Values 
Vibration amplitude u0 (μm) 100 Wave velocity in fluid Vf(m/s) 1710 
Vibration frequency ω (Hz) 30 Density of matrix ρs (kg/cm3) 2650 
Length of model Lrock (m) 100 Porosity of matrix ϕm0 20% 

Injection pressure Pin (MPa) 12 Matrix permeability km0 (10-3 

μm2) 50 

Production pressure Pout (MPa) 8 Porosity of crack ϕf0 0.2% 
Initial pore pressure P0 (MPa) 10 Crack permeability kf0 (10-3 μm2) 1000 
Fluid density ρf (kg/m3) 1100 Radius of crack a (m) 0.1 
Fluid viscosity η0 (mPa•s) 1 Crack aperture hf0 (μm) 80 
Volume modulus of fluid Kf (GPa) 2.25 Density of crack εf (m-1) 0.1 
Modulus of rock Ks (GPa) 39.8  P wave velocity Vp

0 (km/s) 3.8 
Cement content in the crack (%) 0 S wave velocity Vs

0 (km/s) 2.3 
 

  
Figure 2: Physical model (virtual grids containing matrix and cracks) 

(1) Dimensionless variation of physical properties in the wave-coupled seepage field 
Based on the basic parameters in Tab. 1, the variation of physical properties under 
low-frequency vibration in porous media with cracks was solved as shown in Fig. 3. With 
the coupling of low-frequency wave field and flow field in dual-porous media, there was 
obvious deformation of rock matrix nearby the injection or production boundary. With the 
increase of distance from the injection boundary, the deformation of rock matrix 
gradually decreased and the flow velocity stabilized. The flow velocity at the boundary 
was much larger than in the physical model, which was apparently enhanced by 
wave-induced flow. As the wave propagation time increased, the solid displacement 
initially increased and then decreased with the attenuation of the wave. The flow 
velocities in the rock matrix and crack both decreased with time. The dimensionless solid 
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displacement uD at the injection boundary and production boundary was, respectively, in 
the range of 0-1.5×10-6 and 0-3×10-7. The dimensionless flow velocity vmD and vfD was in 
the range of 0-2×10-4 and 0-0.5, respectively. In terms of extents of deformation and flow 
velocity increase in crack, the dimensionless action distance xD was about 0.6.  

  
(a) Dimensionless solid phase displacement  (b) dimensionless flow velocity in rock matrix 

 

 
 (c) dimensionless flow velocity in crack 

Figure 3: Dimensionless parameters in wave coupled seepage field in rock with cracks 

When the solid displacement, flow velocity, and pore pressure were expressed with actual 
values, they were found to periodically fluctuate with time and distance (Figs. 4 and 5). 
The amplitude initially increased and then decreased over time. When the wave 
propagation time was small, the increased flow velocity reflected that the whole 
conductivity of dual-porous media was enhanced by low-frequency vibration oil 
production technology. It was known that low-frequency vibration oil production 
technology was suitable for low permeability reservoirs. The wave-induced flow in the 
rock matrix was stronger than in cracks because of the difference of pore structures. The 
fluctuating pressure in rock matrix also took more time (t>0.25 s) to become stable 
compared to the cracks (t>0.1 s). When the simulation time was 1.0 s, the maximum 
pressure in the rock matrix was (13.5 MPa) was still larger than in the cracks (12.6 MPa). 
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(a) Variation of pressure in rock matrix Pm  (b) Distribution of Pm at t=1 s (MPa) 

Figure 4: Distribution of pressures in rock matrix under low frequency vibration 

 

 

 (a) Variation of pressure in crack Pf  (b) Distribution of Pf at t=1 s (MPa) 

Figure 5: Distribution of pressures in crack under low-frequency vibration 

Simulating with the basic parameters, the channeling flow rate between rock matrix and 
crack under low-frequency vibration was obviously larger than that of the conventional 
Warren-Root seepage model. When the simulation time was large enough, the fluid 
velocities in rock matrix and crack in the middle of the physical model were both smaller 
than for the conventional Warren-Root seepage model. A stable state of seepage in the 
dual-porous media occurred earlier with the assistance of wave stimulation. The flow 
velocity in cracks was much larger than in the rock matrix, especially with the 
improvement of low-frequency vibration oil production technology. More fluid flowed 
through the cracks and the fluid displacement in the rock matrix decreased. In addition, 
the chosen physical model, used a virtual grid during numerical simulation of the cracks 
and matrix. The pressure fields of fluid in cracks and matrix were simultaneously 
transmitted to the downstream simulation grids through the matrix and crack. When a 
simulation was conducted with a different physical model, which put the information of 
crack and matrix in different grid, the pressure field of fluid in crack quickly transmitted 
to its downstream simulation grids. The pressure difference between matrix and crack 
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was enlarged. The fluid velocity in the crack and the channeling flow rate was, 
respectively, larger than in the Warren-Root model. Certainly, the flow velocity in the 
rock matrix was still smaller than that of the conventional Warren-Root model when the 
simulation time was large. 

(2) Comparison with a case assuming non-existence of pressure difference at the initial time 
For the studies in petrophysics, the fluid was usually assumed static (or non-existence of 
pressure difference) at the initial time. The fluid in dual-porous media moved under the 
excitation of low-frequency vibration. This case only considered the effect of wave-induced 
flow, which was different for this study. A comparison with a case assuming non-existence 
of pressure difference at the initial time was done (Fig. 6). It was found that the simulations 
considering the initial flow or not would get different results. When assuming 
non-existence of pressure difference at the initial time, the wave-induced flow velocity in 
rock matrix and crack was, respectively, only in the range of 0.4-2.0 µm /s and 1.0-3.0 
mm/s at t=0-0.3 s. The simulated pressure in rock matrix and crack was in the range of 2-15 
MPa and 10-11 MPa at t=0-0.3 s, respectively. The fluid nearby the injection or production 
boundary moved towards the vibration source, while the fluid inside the rock moved in the 
opposite direction. Because the wave-induced inertial effect in the rock matrix was larger 
than in the crack in the area nearby the injection or production boundary, the channeling 
flow was from the matrix to the crack. The largest value of flow velocity in the rock matrix 
in this case was one-third of that in wave-coupled seepage field, in which there existed a 
pressure difference at the initial time. However, in terms of the wave-induced effect, the 
fluctuating extent of physical properties in this case was a little stronger than that in 
wave-coupled seepage field, because the latter was influenced by the inertial effect of fluid 
flow at the initial time.  

  
  (a) flow velocity in matrix with  

initial flow  
  (b) flow velocity in crack with 

 initial flow  
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(c) flow velocity in matrix without  

initial flow  
 (d) flow velocity in crack without 

 initial flow 

Figure 6: Comparison on the flow velocities of fluid in crack and rock matrix 
considering initial flow or not 

The simulation results showed that the enhanced flow by low-frequency vibration oil 
production technology was weakened in a porous media with multiple pore structures, in 
comparison to the stimulation effect in a porous media with a single-pore structure. This 
technology still played a positive role in overcoming the threshold pressure gradient, plug 
removal in pore-throat, and energy supplement. In a field trial, a strong shock on the 
downhole wellbore was sustained, instead of imposing a short, attenuated wave. The 
whole conductivity and channeling flow rate between the matrix and crack might be 
improved under certain vibration parameters. 

4 Sensitive analyses on the variation of dimensionless parameters 
A parametric study was conducted to investigate the influence of vibration parameters 
and heterogeneity on the dimensionless parameters in a wave-coupled seepage field. Here, 
the heterogeneity was expressed by the ratio of crack permeability to matrix permeability 
[Yang, Tham, Tang et al. (2004)]. The variation of the maximum value of dimensionless 
parameters (defined as Eq. (25)) in a certain vibration period was analyzed in the 
parametric study. The vibration period was chosen one second in this paper when the 
seepage field became already stable. 


( ) ( ){ }max max average , 1st

Ω
ℜ = ℜ ≤                                    (25) 

wherein ℜ  was the parameters in wave-coupled seepage field, like dimensionless flow 
velocities of fluid in crack and rock matrix, dimensionless pressure of rock matrix, and 
channeling flow rate. 
(1) Influence of vibration frequency 
Within a given range of vibration frequency values, the dimensionless parameters had 
repeatedly decreased and increased (Figs. 7-9). The sensitivity analysis about frequency 
showed that there existed several natural frequencies. Different dimensionless parameters 
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corresponded to various optimal vibration frequencies. In the range of vibration 
frequency, the parameters of wave-coupled seepage flow repeatedly decrease and 
increase, but the optimal vibration frequency is different for various parameters. The 
dimensionless flow velocity in matrix vmD reached the maximum value when the 
vibration frequency was close to 70-80 Hz, while the dimensionless flow velocity in 
crack vfD reached the maximum value at about 50-80 Hz. The dimensionless pressure in 
the matrix and the channeling flow rate both had larger values at higher vibration 
frequency. The optimal frequency for dimensionless flow velocity was generally opposite 
to that for dimensionless pressure in matrix. 

  
  (a) dimensionless flow velocity in matrix    (b) dimensionless flow velocity in crack 

Figure 7: Influence of vibration frequency on dimensionless flow velocity 

 
Figure 8: Influence of vibration frequency on dimensionless pressure in matrix 
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Figure 9: Influence of vibration frequency on channeling flow rate q* 

Compared with the sensitivity rule about vibration frequency in a porous media of only 
matrix pores, the variation of dimensionless parameters of dual porous media was small 
because of the weakened stimulation effect. In the case of only matrix pores, the flow 
velocity nearby the injection boundary increased with vibration frequency. The local 
optimal frequency for flow velocity was generally the same as that for pore pressure in 
matrix. The trend of dimensionless parameters versus frequency was obvious different. It 
might be improper to explain the mechanism of low frequency vibration oil production 
technology in dual porous media, by blindly following the rules in porous media with 
single pore structure.  
When the producing degree of fluid in matrix was to improve in a heterogeneous 
fractured low permeability reservoir, an appropriate vibration frequency should be 
optimized. The vibration frequency was usually close to the natural frequency of matrix. 
When the channeling flow was to enhance in such situation as imbibition, plugging 
removal with the matrix being polluted, and matrix acidification [Yang, Li, Tao et al. 
(2018)], it was suggested to increase the vibration frequency as much as possible. 
(2) Influence of vibration amplitude 
With the increase of vibration amplitude, the dimensionless flow velocity and pressure in 
rock matrix as well as the channeling flow rate had generally increased, while the 
dimensionless flow velocity in the crack had repeatedly decreased and then increased 
(Figs. 10-12). Local optimal amplitude could still be chosen to make a relatively large 
improvement in conductivity and channeling. 
With the assumed physical model in Fig. 2, the pressure field could transmit to its 
downstream simulating grid because the crack network had a high conductivity. The 
wave-induced inertial effect would initially increase and be imposed on the rock matrix, 
when the vibration amplitude became larger. The effective stress on the rock was 
decreased. The porosity and permeability of the rock matrix was slightly improved, 
considering the stress sensitivity in a low permeability formation. Correspondingly, fluid 
flow in the matrix was enhanced and the flow in the crack was relatively reduced. The 
pressure difference between the crack and rock matrix as well as the channeling flow 
would also be increased. 
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(a) dimensionless flow velocity in matrix (b) dimensionless flow velocity in crack 

Figure 10: Influence of vibration frequency on dimensionless flow velocity 

 
Figure 11: Influence of vibration frequency on dimensionless pressure in matrix 

 
Figure 12: Influence of vibration frequency on channeling flow rate q* 
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The sensitivity rule about vibration amplitude in dual porous media was similar to that in a 
porous media with single pore structure. The results showed that when the cracks were 
interconnected and of high density, the device power should be enhanced as much as 
possible to increase the downhole vibration amplitude in field trial [Zheng, Pu and Liu 
(2018)]. However, additional simulation with low density cracks or isolated cracks had 
demonstrated that the optimal vibration amplitude should be chosen. The optimal amplitude 
was suggested 50 μm or 150 μm to enhance the fluid flow in rock matrix; and 100 μm was 
suggested to increase the channeling flow rate between crack and rock matrix. 
(3) Influence of crack-matrix permeability ratio 
The influence of crack-matrix permeability ratio on physical properties of wave-coupled 
seepage field of porous media is shown in Figs. 13-14. When the ratio of crack 
permeability to matrix permeability was kept constant, the dimensionless flow velocity 
and pressure in the rock matrix decreased linearly as the rock permeability increased. A 
repeating pattern of increase and then decrease was found with the channeling flow rate. 
When the permeability of rock matrix kept constant and the crack-matrix permeability 
ratio increased, it was equivalent to the case of keeping the crack permeability constant 
and reducing permeability of rock matrix. The value of crack-matrix permeability ratio 
had been positive correlated with the micro heterogeneity. The dimensionless flow 
velocity in rock matrix in the wave coupled seepage field had decreased with the 
heterogeneity increasing. The channeling flow rate had varied with an unapparent rule. 
For the results in Fig. 13, the channeling flow generally decrease firstly and then 
increased when the crack-matrix permeability ratio was 10, 20 and 30. Three cycles of a 
trend of increase firstly and then decrease had been found with the channeling flow when 
the crack-matrix permeability ratio was 15 and 25.  
On one hand, the results showed that the variation of dimensionless flow velocity followed 
a similar rule when the dual-porous media had the same micro heterogeneity. The similar 
distribution of pressure field at the initial time would reduce the contribution to the 
wave-coupled seepage field. However, the crack permeability had a great influence on the 
physical properties of wave-coupled seepage field. The inertial effect of initial flow on 
wave-coupled seepage was weakened, when the permeability of rock matrix as well as the 
crack-matrix permeability ratio both increased. Under the condition of similar crack-matrix 
permeability ratio, low-frequency vibration oil production technology was suggested to 
apply in an area with lower permeability. The producing degree of fluid in the matrix would 
increase, although channeling flow would be slightly reduced. This would be useful to 
avoid pollution in matrix pores and increase conductivity of whole rock. 
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Figure 13: Influence of vibration frequency on dimensionless flow velocity in matrix vmD 

 
Figure 14: Influence of vibration frequency on channeling flow rate q* 

5 Conclusions 
(1) A model of seepage in porous media with cracks under low-frequency vibration was 
obtained by combining the wave propagation theory in fractured porous media and 
seepage mechanics of dual-porous media. It was useful to explain the mechanism of 
low-frequency wave stimulation technology in developing reservoirs. The constitution of 
the Chapman model and the continuity equation of the Warren-Root model were coupled 
for a case assuming high crack density in this study. The dimensionless matrix for solving 
the model was given. 
(2) The existence of cracks might weaken the stimulation effect of wave-induced flow in 
the rock matrix. The channeling flow between the rock matrix and crack could be 
enhanced by the imposed low-frequency vibration. The sensitive analyses indicated that 
there were differences between the rule about variation of wave-coupled seepage field in 
dual-porous media and in porous media with single-pore structure. Simulated with the 
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parameters in Tab. 1, when the vibration frequency was about 70-80 Hz, and the 
amplitude was 50 µm or 150 µm, more improvement of dimensionless flow velocity in 
rock matrix was observed. When the vibration frequency was close to 50 Hz or 100 Hz 
and the amplitude was large enough, the channeling flow increased to a greater degree. 
Different vibration parameters were needed to achieve better improvement of the fluid 
velocity in the rock matrix or to further increase the channeling flow rate. 
(3) Similar to the solution of poroelastic theory, the numerical results were found to be 
seriously influenced by the physical parameters and mesh generation method. Irregular 
curve and fluctuation of data were got in the sensitive analyses. A study on the 
convergence and robustness of results was needed to improve the mechanism. 
Considering that the real low permeable reservoir was saturated with multiple phase fluid 
and usually hydraulic fractured, a simulation on the multiple phase flow under wave 
stimulation was necessary, with crack propagation simultaneously. 
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Appendix A 
The coefficient matrix of Eq. (20) was as follows. 
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